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Abstract

There is increasing evidence that phenotypic plasticity can promote population diver-

gence by facilitating phenotypic diversification and, eventually, genetic divergence.

When a ‘plastic’ population colonizes a new habitat, it has the possibility to occupy

multiple niches by expressing several distinct phenotypes. These initially reflect the

population’s plastic range but may later become genetically fixed by selection via the

process of ‘genetic assimilation’ (GA). Through this process multiple specialized sister

lineages can arise that share a common plastic ancestor – the ‘flexible stem’. Here, we

review possible molecular mechanisms through which natural selection could fix an

initially plastic trait during GA. These mechanisms could also explain how GA may

contribute to cryptic genetic variation that can subsequently be coopted into other phe-

notypes or traits, but also lead to nonadaptive responses. We outline the predicted pat-

terns of genetic and transcriptional divergence accompanying flexible stem radiations.

The analysis of such patterns of (retained) adaptive and nonadaptive plastic responses

within and across radiating lineages can inform on the state of ongoing GA. We con-

clude that, depending on the stability of the environment, the molecular architecture

underlying plastic traits can facilitate diversification, followed by fixation and consoli-

dation of an adaptive phenotype and degeneration of nonadaptive ones. Additionally,

the process of GA may increase the cryptic genetic variation of populations, which on

one hand may serve as substrate for evolution, but on another may be responsible for

nonadaptive responses that consolidate local allopatry and thus reproductive isolation.
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Introduction

The ability of single genotypes to produce varying

environmentally-tuned phenotypes during the individu-

als’ development is called phenotypic plasticity (Box 1

– Glossary) (Bradshaw 1965). Its influence on evolution

and speciation has been debated controversially for dec-

ades (for reviews see: West-Eberhard 1989; Schlichting &

Pigliucci 1998; Price et al. 2003; West-Eberhard 2003;

DeWitt & Scheiner 2004; Pfennig & Pfennig 2012; Gilbert

& Epel 2015; Oke et al. 2015; Sultan 2015). During the

twentieth century, insights into how genes and allele

frequencies underlie evolutionary change led to a strong

focus of evolutionary research on the direct genetic

effects on the fitness of individuals (Fisher 1930;

Waddington 1942; Williams 1966; Smith 1989; Pigliucci

& Murren 2003; Sultan 2015). However, phenotypes are

not only genetically determined (G) but can also be

influenced by the environment (E) and their interaction

(G x E). That is, organisms may respond phenotypically

to their environment (Ghalambor et al. 2007; Gilbert &

Epel 2015; Sultan 2015) and even shape their environ-

ments themselves (Odling-Smee et al. 1996; Sultan 2015).

The classical view is that by ‘uncoupling’ the phenotype

from the genotype to varying degrees, which are subject
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Box 1. Glossary

Adaptive radiation

A process through which a multitude of new species evolves rapidly from a single common ancestor by pheno-

typic segregation into different ecological niches. Adaptive radiations can be induced when a founder population

colonizes a new habitat with open niches.

Developmental robustness

A system is developmentally robust if environmental perturbations or DNA sequence mutations have little effect

on developing phenotypes.

Developmental trajectory (in this manuscript)

Simplified concept of the specific gene regulatory pathway that leads to a trait’s (usually adaptive) phenotype.

Nonplastic traits only have one developmental trajectory while plastic traits have several in response to an environ-

mental cue. As long as developmental trajectories are regularly expressed in a population, they are expected to

remain under stabilizing selection.

Diversification potential

A property of a population that reflects its probability and degree of diversifying evolution when experiencing ecologi-

cal opportunity. Simplified, it is the product of the ability of a population to utilize available niches, population attributes

that increase its phenotypic evolvability and the probability of evolving reproductive barriers to other populations.

Ecological opportunity

A population-specific property of an environment composed of niche availability (allowing the population to per-

sist) and niche discordance (causing diversification by differing selective regimes across niches).

Evolvability

The rate at which DNA sequence mutations can induce phenotypic alterations that can be targeted by selection.

Flexible stem hypothesis

A developmentally flexible lineage may diverge into derived linages under specific conditions. Variation in derived

lineages reflects the developmental flexibility of the ancestor (i.e. its flexible stem).

Genetic accommodation

A selection-driven process during which a trait becomes more or less plastic and thus less or more heritable,

respectively.

Genetic assimilation

A selection-driven process during which a trait becomes less plastic through its genetic fixation, thus removing its

environmental responsiveness.

Phenotypic plasticity

The capacity of a single genotype to produce varying phenotypes according to external (e.g. environmental) cues

(also ‘developmental plasticity’, when induced phenotypes are irreversible and set during development). Adaptive

and nonadaptive plasticity produce phenotypes that are closer to or further away from the fitness optimum,

respectively.

Reaction Norm

A reaction norm depicts a trait’s phenotypic expressions of a single genotype across a range of environments. Plot-

ting multiple reaction norms together allows the comparison of the level of plasticity among genotypes. For more

details, see, for example, Woltereck (1913) and Schlichting & Pigliucci (1998).
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to selection themselves, plasticity shields the genotype

from the direct effects of natural selection (Schlichting

2004). However, theoretical research and simulation

models increasingly and convincingly predict that under

certain conditions, phenotypic plasticity might nonethe-

less facilitate evolution, speciation and even adaptive

radiations (Box 2) (e.g. West-Eberhard 2005; Ghalambor

et al. 2007; Pfennig et al. 2010; Ehrenreich & Pfennig

2015; Gilbert & Epel 2015). Gilbert et al. (2015) suggested

that three main hurdles must be overcome to fully incor-

porate plasticity into evolutionary biology: understand-

ing how commonly plasticity contributes to evolutionary

transitions, learning about the molecular mechanisms

underlying plasticity, and constructing a theoretical

framework to predict population-specific evolutionary

consequences of plasticity. Here, we aim to help over-

come these hurdles by complementing and elaborating

recently published work on genetic assimilation (e.g.

Ehrenreich & Pfennig 2015; Levis & Pfennig 2016) by

expanding upon important concepts about the nature of

phenotypic plasticity and then discuss how plasticity

may contribute to diversification, speciation and

adaptive radiations. In addition, we focus on proposing

how molecular mechanisms potentially mediate genetic

assimilation and aim to predict patterns of genetic, tran-

scriptional and phenotypic diversity expected in extant

derived lineages that have a common phenotypically

plastic ancestor. Evidence is summarized concluding

that gene regulatory networks underlying plastic traits

might provide the developmental variability that can

serve as the substrate for the evolution of phenotypic

diversity during lineage divergence and establish

macro-evolutionary patterns.

The nature of phenotypic plasticity

Phenotypic plasticity is widespread in nature and has

been demonstrated for most evolutionary lineages in

ecologically relevant contexts. A multitude of possible

environmental cues are known to induce plastic pheno-

types (e.g. as summarized in West-Eberhard 2003; Sch-

lichting 2004; Gilbert & Epel 2015). As plasticity allows

organisms to deal with variable environmental condi-

tions, it is assumed to be particularly important for ses-

sile organisms, such as plants (Schlichting 1986; Nicotra

et al. 2010; Turcotte & Levine 2016). However, also in

the animal kingdom phenotypic plasticity has been

demonstrated in many different contexts such as preda-

tor avoidance, seasonal change, social interactions or

food availability. Classical examples include Daphnia

species that show increased or decreased average body

and helmet size when confronted with predator soluble

cues or raised at different temperatures, respectively

(Ostwald 1904; Dodson 1988). In Hymenopteran insects,

phenotypic plasticity was shown to be responsible for

the development of the caste phenotypes found in

many derived lineages, such as ants or many bees and

wasps (H€olldobler 1990). Other well-known examples

include swarming behaviour in locusts (Simpson et al.

1999), the induction of cannibalism in spadefoot toads

(Pfennig et al. 1993) and sex change in labrid fishes

(Warner & Swearer 1991).

Generally, inducible phenotypes may either vary con-

tinuously and depend on the quantity of an environ-

mental stimulus, or they may be discrete and follow an

on/off switch mechanism (‘polyphenism’) (Schlichting

& Pigliucci 1998; Nijhout 2003). Plasticity can thus pro-

vide a large pool of phenotypic diversity, even within a

population. In spite of plasticity’s near ubiquity, the

mechanisms by which it may contribute to specializa-

tion, lineage diversification and speciation remain

debated (but see e.g. Foster et al. 2015; Ghalambor et al.

2015) and some even feel that a new evolutionary para-

digm is necessary (e.g. Gilbert & Epel 2009; Pigliucci &

M€uller 2010). It is argued that the level of phenotypic

plasticity, as typically depicted in reaction norms, can

be the target of selection and thus evolve (Schlichting

1986; Scheiner 1993; Nussey et al. 2005). This implies

the existence of mechanisms that increase or reduce a

trait’s environmental sensitivity and thus reduce or

increase its heritability, respectively. West-Eberhard

(2003) coined the term genetic accommodation to cover

processes in which the level of phenotypic plasticity is

either reduced or increased, making the trait’s pheno-

type more or less heritable, respectively (Schlichting &

Wund 2014).

Phenotypic plasticity is common in nature because it

often offers advantages to organisms that live in hetero-

geneous environments and have to deal with varying

environmental conditions in which the associated cost

of phenotype (i.e. the cost of having a phenotype with

suboptimal fitness) is particularly high (West-Eberhard

2003; Murren et al. 2015). Models and empirical studies

confirmed that phenotypic plasticity increases geo-

graphic distribution ranges and enhances species

persistence and fitness, particularly in temporarily

heterogeneous environments, as long as the changing

environmental cues predict the environmental condi-

tions reliably (Price et al. 2003; Zhang 2005; Chevin et al.

2010; Scheiner & Holt 2012; Le Vinh et al. 2016; Orizaola

& Laurila 2016). This kind of environmentally induced

flexibility may occur in any kind of trait, such as mor-

phology (Greenwood 1964; Pfennig et al. 2002; Binning

et al. 2010), life history (Spight & Emlen 1976; Nylin &

Gotthard 1998; Visser et al. 2009; Foster et al. 2015), and

even behaviour (Cotman & Berchtold 2002; Torres-Dow-

dall et al. 2012), such as the avoidance of this new envi-

ronmental cue (e.g. predator smell). Both theoretical as
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Box 2. Cichlids as a model system for adaptive radiations & convergence

As one of the most species-rich families of vertebrates and a distribution across three continents, cichlid fishes repre-

sent an excellent model to study adaptive radiation (Kocher 2004; Seehausen 2006; Muschick et al. 2012). In Lake Vic-

toria alone, about 500 species have arisen within the last 200,000 years (Meyer et al. 1990). The East African cichlids

are particularly famous, as numerous ecological niches have been filled independently but in parallel across the lakes

Victoria, Malawi and Tanganyika (Fig. 5 Box 2) (Meyer et al. 1990; Kocher et al. 1993; Meyer 1993a; Stiassny & Meyer

1999; Sch€on & Martens 2004; Young et al. 2009). Besides the adaptive radiations in these three lakes, there are numer-

ous other examples of rapid evolution and adaptive radiations in African cichlids, such as that of the Haplochromi-

nes in Lake Kyoga and Tilapiines in Lake Barombi Mbo (Trewavas et al. 1972; Turner et al. 2001). Furthermore, it was

demonstrated that the Geophaginae subfamily of the Neotropical cichlids exhibits all signs of an adaptive radiation, as

many species emerged within a very short evolutionary time span and the radiating lineages are phenotypically spe-

cialists, occupying narrow ecological niches (Lopez-Fern�andez et al. 2005). In particular, the genus Crenicichla was

proposed to present an independent adaptive radiation within the Geophaginae, as they show astonishingly high

levels of phenotypic diversification and niche specialization (Pi�alek et al. 2012). Another example is the Central

American Amphilophus spp. complex. These fish inhabit the two geologically old great Nicaraguan lakes, Lake Nicara-

gua and Lake Managua, but also colonized an assemblage of very young crater lakes (Elmer et al. 2010). Within only

a few thousand years, considerable phenotypic divergence has occurred between source populations (inhabiting the

two great lakes) and the different satellite populations. Also, speciation has occurred within these satellite lineages,

presumably in sympatry (Barluenga et al. 2006; Barluenga & Meyer 2010).

Convergence in cichlid fishes

By investigating morphological phenotypes of ecologically relevant traits across the phylogeny of cichlids, it has

been repeatedly noted that adaptive phenotypes recur across cichlid radiations, most famously in the three East

African Great Lakes (e.g. Kocher et al. 1993; Stiassny & Meyer 1999; R€uber & Adams 2001; Muschick et al. 2012).

Fish species from different lakes that occupy similar niches often have extremely similar morphological pheno-

types. This is particularly noteworthy because these phenotypically similar species do not share a direct common

ancestor in whom this morphology was already present, but originate from a single ancestral lineage per lake that

also gave rise to all/many other species of the radiation and thus a plethora of phenotypes (Kocher et al. 1993; Sal-

zburger et al. 2005). The coinciding assemblages of phenotypes in several radiations (and thus lakes) were thought

to be the result of similar selection regimes in the respective similar ecological niches, leading to the independent

evolution of very similar phenotypes, but with independent genetic bases – a textbook example for ‘convergent

evolution’ (Stiassny & Meyer 1999). Cichlid convergent traits include thick lips, mouth brooding, body coloration

and colour patterns, dentition and shape of the oral and pharyngeal jaws, gut lengths, body shape and many more

(Muschick et al. 2012; Colombo et al. 2013; Manousaki et al. 2013). The molecular underpinnings of the phenotypic

convergence in these traits are mostly yet to be explored.
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Fig. 5 Box 2 Simplified cladogram of the

‘modern Haplochromine’ cichlid fishes.

Species diversity mostly comprises the

Lake Victoria (green), Lake Malawi

(blue) and Lake Tanganyika Tropheini

radiations (red) with age estimations

approximately around ~0.1 Myrs, ~1.5 Myrs

and ~2.5 Myrs, respectively (Salzburger

et al. 2005; Elmer et al. 2009; Brawand

et al. 2014). All three radiations experi-

enced explosive phenotypic diversifica-

tion after colonization. Additionally, the

mostly riverine generalists Astatotilapia

burtoni and Astatoreochromis alluaudi are

included. Cladogram following Brawand

et al. (2014).
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well as empirical studies suggested that phenotypically

plastic species are also particularly successful in colo-

nizing new environments, as plasticity can facilitate the

immediate exploitation of many different niches (Yeh &

Price 2004; Richards et al. 2006; Thibert-Plante & Hen-

dry 2011).

In addition to increased species persistence and colo-

nization success, phenotypic plasticity may also indi-

rectly affect the standing genetic variation of

populations (Nussey et al. 2005; Pfennig et al. 2010;

Renn & Schumer 2013). As selection acts on pheno-

types, genotypes that plastically produce the same

adaptive phenotype may shield their genetic differences

from selection, which can preserve both genotypic vari-

ation as well as newly arising alleles in populations

(which contributes to the populations cryptic genetic

variability) (Pfennig et al. 2010; Draghi & Whitlock 2012;

Schlichting & Wund 2014). Plasticity’s major advantages

hold true as long as the future environmental condi-

tions can be predicted sufficiently reliably from per-

ceived cues. Limits and costs of plasticity may thus

arise due to unreliable environmental cues (e.g. Zimova

et al. 2016) as well as other factors such as an inherent

cost of maintaining the often complex regulatory net-

work necessary for plastic responses, although studies

increasingly suggest that the costs of plasticity are prob-

ably negligible in most cases (DeWitt et al. 1998; Ancel

& Fontana 2000; Price et al. 2003; Binning et al. 2010;

Snell-Rood et al. 2010; Hendry 2015; Murren et al. 2015).

Although a certain adaptive phenotype may be (plasti-

cally) produced by various genotypes, natural selection

will still naturally favour the genotype with lowest

associated costs, which in turn may reduce genetic

diversity in a population (DeWitt et al. 1998; Pfennig

et al. 2010).

As plastic responses can be induced by a variety of

environmental stimuli, it is important to distinguish

between ‘adaptive’ and ‘nonadaptive’ plasticity (Gha-

lambor et al. 2007). Adaptive plasticity can be inter-

preted as a phenotypic response to an environmental

stimulus, for which certain developmental programmes

have been evolved, leading to a phenotype with an

increased fitness (i.e. the produced phenotype is closer

to the local fitness optimum compared to the generic

phenotype) (Schlichting 1986; Price et al. 2003). In con-

trast, when nonanticipated environmental stimuli

induce a plastic response, the resulting phenotypes may

be nonadaptive and therefore confer no increased fit-

ness or even reduce fitness relative to the generic phe-

notype of the organism (Newman 1992; Ghalambor

et al. 2007). As natural selection disfavours nonadaptive

phenotypes, genotypes with nonadaptive plastic

responses are expected to disappear from a population

rapidly if the inducing environmental stimulus is

common. Nonetheless, genotypes with nonadaptive

phenotypic plasticity can presumably be retained in a

population as long as their nonadaptive plastic response

is not induced. It is thus important to distinguish

between adaptive and nonadaptive plastic responses, as

they can have different ecological and evolutionary con-

sequences (Ghalambor et al. 2007, 2015). Throughout

this manuscript, we refer to the adaptive type of plastic-

ity, if not mentioned otherwise.

Phenotypic plasticity’s effect on evolution and
speciation

As plasticity provides increased phenotypic variation, it

is likely to also be a prime driver of evolutionary pro-

cesses such as phenotypic diversification. However, in

the era of the ‘modern synthesis’, phenotypic plasticity

was typically seen as being confounding for experi-

ments, as the plastic response altered the phenotypes in

a way that is not directly determined by the genotypes

(West-Eberhard 1989; Nijhout 2015; Sultan 2015). In the

light of this property, the notion arose that plasticity

generally reduces the pace of evolutionary change as it

partially uncouples the genotype from the phenotype

and thus shields the genotype from the force of natural

selection. Hence, it would move a trait effectively to an

‘evolutionary slower lane’ (Stebbins 1950; Williams

1966; Meyer 1987; Bell & Aubin-Horth 2010; Nijhout

2015).

Contrasting this view, plasticity in key ecological

traits has often been found in taxa that are well known

for their high rates of evolution and phenotypic diversi-

fication (Pfennig & McGee 2010). Phenotypic plasticity

has been described in ecologically relevant traits such

as leg length in Caribbean Anolis lizards (Losos et al.

2000), horn length in horned beetles (Emlen 1994; Moc-

zek & Kijimoto 2014), castes in Hymenopterans (Cahan

et al. 2004), body colour in spiny-legged spiders (Brewer

et al. 2015), feeding ecology and life history decisions in

nematodes (Gutteling et al. 2007; Serobyan et al. 2013),

body shape and jaw size in Oceanic sticklebacks (Wund

et al. 2008; Foster et al. 2015; Mazzarella et al. 2015) and

pharyngeal jaw shape and dentition in cichlids (Box 3:

Plasticity in cichlids) (e.g. Greenwood 1964; Meyer

1993b; Muschick et al. 2012). These findings support the

notion that phenotypic plasticity in ecologically relevant

traits rather promotes evolution and phenotypic diversi-

fication, which eventually may even facilitate adaptive

radiations (West-Eberhard 2003; Wund et al. 2008; Pfen-

nig et al. 2010). Famously, early in the history of evolu-

tionary biology, it was hypothesized that originally

plastic traits can become genetically fixed in a homoge-

neous environment, where the advantage of being plas-

tic is lost (Waddington 1942, 1953; West-Eberhard 2003).

© 2016 John Wiley & Sons Ltd
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As whole sets of originally plastically induced pheno-

types may be fixed, explosive phenotypic diversification

may be explicable in this way (West-Eberhard 2003).

The first empirical support for a plastic trait becoming

heritable was shown in the 1950s by Waddington (1953).

He demonstrated that his results were most likely not

due to selection on the genotype and proposed a new

mechanism that he called ‘genetic assimilation’. During

the process of genetic assimilation, an originally environ-

mentally induced phenotype becomes secondarily fixed

and thus consistently expressed - that is, a trait loses its

plasticity (Waddington 1942, 1953, 1961). It was proposed

that due to the inherent cost of plasticity, variants with a

reduced level of phenotypic plasticity that still includes

the selected phenotype may have a fitness advantage and

would therefore be selectively maintained in a homoge-

neous environment (DeWitt et al. 1998; Ancel & Fontana

2000; DeWitt & Scheiner 2004). Since then, however, only

few studies have convincingly shown that genetic assimi-

lation occurred (e.g. Sikkink et al. 2014) or that plasticity

is generally connected to inherent maintenance costs. We

are far from a complete understanding of the molecular

mechanisms that might account for genetic assimilation

(Ehrenreich & Pfennig 2015).

Ancestral phenotypic plasticity may promote
explosive speciation events

It has been proposed for many adaptive radiations that

the ancestral lineage might have been particularly phe-

notypically plastic in key evolutionary traits, that is,

adaptive traits that are especially diverse in derived lin-

eages and probably contributed to diversification (Losos

et al. 2000; Nylin & Wahlberg 2008; Wund et al. 2008;

Tebbich et al. 2010; Muschick et al. 2012; Brewer et al.

2015; Susoy et al. 2015). This so-called flexible stem

hypothesis is a key concept proposing that ancestral

phenotypic plasticity can promote speciation and may

even have contributed to adaptive radiations (West-

Eberhard 2003). In the following paragraphs, we will

describe why plastic ancestors are likely to facilitate the

evolution of adaptive radiations and provide a model

of how speciation patterns might be expected to pro-

ceed for adaptive radiations derived from an ancestral

flexible stem lineage (Fig. 1).

Ecological opportunity and ecotype formation

A novel environment colonized by a population offers

ecological opportunity to this population, a driver of

the adaptive diversification of lineages (Schluter 2000;

Wellborn & Langerhans 2015). The magnitude of eco-

logical opportunity is thought to be reflected by the

number of available and utilizable niches (niche

availability) and the degree to which they differ from

each other in their selective regimes to facilitate diversi-

fying selection (niche discordance) (Wellborn & Langer-

hans 2015). When comparing the ecological opportunity

of a plastic and a nonplastic population that are about

to colonize a new environment, the plastic population is

predicted to be ready to utilize a broader range of

niches if these overlap with their phenotypic plastic

range (i.e. width of reaction norm). Both niche availabil-

ity and niche diversity (and hence the chance for niche

discordance) are thus expected to be higher for a plastic

population compared to its nonplastic counterpart.

Nonplastic lineages can only persist in the new habitat

in niches similar or equal to its previous one (Pfennig

et al. 2010), and the potential for adaptive diversification

is therefore expected to be relatively low compared to a

plastic population.

Lineage divergence and adaptive radiation – a flexible
stem

For speciation and adaptive radiations to occur, the col-

onizer has to undergo (potentially multiple times) lin-

eage divergence. After colonizing a new habitat, a

plastic population may form subpopulations, each occu-

pying one available niche and expressing the niche-spe-

cific most suitable (i.e. adaptive) plastic phenotype.

However, whether a lineage is likely to undergo an

adaptive radiation does not only depend on ecological

opportunity, but also on the diversification potential of

the founding population, which describes the ability of

a population to respond to ecological opportunity

(Wellborn & Langerhans 2015). According to Wellborn

& Langerhans (2015), the diversification potential of a

population is the product of population properties that

facilitate species persistence, properties that increase

phenotypic variance when encountered ecological

opportunity and properties facilitating reproductive iso-

lation among subpopulations. As phenotypic plasticity

promotes species persistence and leads to rapid pheno-

typic differentiation in different niches (if they corre-

spond to the plastic range), two of three properties

confer high diversification potential on a plastic popula-

tion. The third property is the potential to establish

reproductive isolation. Here, it is the plasticity itself that

drives spatial segregation of subpopulations and there-

fore promotes reproductive isolation. Subsequently, fur-

ther processes such as assortative mating (Doebeli &

Dieckmann 2003), differences in reproductive timing or

very high territoriality, may strengthen reproductive

barriers (Dieckmann & Doebeli 1999). A plastic popula-

tion is thus likely to have a high potential for diversifi-

cation and therefore is more likely to initiate an

adaptive radiation in (macroscopic) sympatry.
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Indeed, a considerable body of literature supports the

notion that many adaptive radiations may have begun

in sympatry (e.g. Kawecki 1997; Dieckmann & Doebeli

1999; Kondrashov & Kondrashov 1999; Doebeli &

Dieckmann 2003; Levis & Pfennig 2016). Through the

process of genetic assimilation, emerging lineages may

then come to fix the most adaptive phenotype for their

niche. Arising phenotypes of radiating lineages are thus

expected to initially reflect different phenotypes of the

ancestral range of plasticity (Levis & Pfennig 2016).

Depending on the number of emerging lineages and the

overall morphospace they occupy, a large number of

new species can potentially arise within a short evolu-

tionary time span. Indeed, the reduction of plasticity in

a lineage has often been correlated with speciation

events (Schwander & Leimar 2011), potentially reflect-

ing plasticity-mediated diversification events and subse-

quent genetic assimilation of phenotypes. In contrast,

many nonadaptive radiations arose presumably due to

allopatric divergence of the ancestral lineage without a

major initial niche shift in descending lineages (Nei

et al. 1983; Gittenberger 1991; Rundell & Price 2009).

Thus, the contribution of plasticity to diversification is

expected to be reduced in nonadaptive compared to

adaptive radiations, as a sympatric adaptive radiation is

thought to depend on the availability of numerous

exploitable niches in the same habitat. In addition, a

plastic lineage may have increased standing genetic

diversity (as discussed above), which can serve as the

substrate for subsequent adaptations (Barrett & Schluter

2008).

Repeated colonization of similar habitats – convergence
and parallel evolution

When a phenotypically plastic stem lineage (the

‘source’ population) persists over longer geographic

time, it may encounter the opportunity to colonize fur-

ther similar habitats. Such parallel colonizations may

lead to repeated fixation of similar phenotypes if colo-

nized habitats offer similar niches for which a specific,

plastically induced adaptive phenotype exists. Such

Box 3. Plasticity in cichlids is widespread

Within the family of cichlid fishes, Greenwood was among the first to scientifically describe phenotypic plasticity

in an adaptive trait (Greenwood 1964). He noticed that the morphology of the pharyngeal jaw bones in the general-

ist species Astatoreochromis alluaudi, which lives in Lake Victoria and the surrounding river system, varies in shape,

robustness and dentition depending on population. The main difference between the populations turned out to be

the stomach content composition of the fish, having populations with the highest proportion of food being insect

larvae (soft food items) and some with the highest proportion being snails (a hard food item, as shells have to be

crushed during ingestion). He conducted feeding experiments and found that the robustness of the food items indi-

viduals ingest determines the phenotypes of their pharyngeal jaws, which was confirmed in later studies (Green-

wood 1964; Hoogerhoud 1986; Gunter et al. 2013).

Since then, phenotypic plasticity in cichlids has been reported in a number of traits. Importantly, plastic species

were often reported to be riverine or being part of very recent intralacustrine adaptive radiations (Greenwood

1964; Hoogerhoud 1984; Meyer 1989; Chapman et al. 2001; Hofmann 2003; Swanson et al. 2003).

Patterns of phenotypic plasticity in the pharyngeal jaws of modern Haplochromines

Astatoreochromis alluaudi belongs to a nonradiated lineage that is directly basal to the ‘modern Haplochromines’

(Salzburger et al. 2005) (Fig. 5 Box 2). These comprise three adaptive radiations, two of them outstanding as they

led to several hundred species within incredible short evolutionary time spans (Meyer 1993a; Salzburger et al.

2005). As mentioned before, the hyperdiverse phenotypes found across species in each of these radiations are

famous and convergence was described in a suite of traits (O’Quin et al. 2010; Muschick et al. 2012; Colombo et al.

2013). Previous studies showed that besides in A. alluaudi, pharyngeal jaw phenotypic plasticity can also be found

in Haplochromis iris and Haplochromis ishmaeli, young, radiating species from the Lake Victoria flock that specialized

on insects and snail cracking, respectively, and Astatotilapia burtoni (Smits et al. 1996). The latter is a generalist that

inhabits Lake Tanganyika and associated river systems and is phylogenetically situated either between the Tro-

pheini radiation and the Lake Malawi radiation (Brawand et al. 2014), or between the latter and the Lake Victoria

radiation (Fig. Box 2) (Salzburger et al. 2005). Data recently collected in our laboratory suggest that the levels of

inducible adaptive and nonadaptive plasticity vary considerably between representatives from the radiations and

the rivers (H. M. Gunter, R. F. Schneider, I. Karner, C. Sturmbauer & A. Meyer, manuscript in prep.).
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scenarios were proposed for oceanic stickleback popu-

lations that colonized freshwater lakes, whitefish in

postglacial lakes and for Darwin’s finches on the Gala-

pagos Islands (Robinson & Parsons 2002; Wund et al.

2008; Tebbich et al. 2010; Lundsgaard-Hansen et al.

2013; Oke et al. 2015). For example, marine sticklebacks

are phenotypically plastic and can express phenotypes

along a benthic (deeper body with larger eyes) to lim-

netic (elongated body with smaller eyes) phenotype

gradient. While colonizing freshwater habitats, these

sticklebacks were presumably confronted repeatedly

with two different freshwater lake niches, a limnetic

one in shallow lakes and a benthic one in deeper

lakes, each with a specific selective regime (Schluter

1993; Wund et al. 2008). The morphologies of a lim-

netic and a benthic stickleback population that were

collected in two Alaskan lakes were found to qualita-

tively reflect the plastically inducible limnetic and ben-

thic phenotypes of a marine population that

approximates the common marine ancestor of the

freshwater populations (Wund et al. 2008). Repeated

induction of ancestral plastic phenotypes and their

subsequent (partial) fixation may thus provide an

explanation for some instances of the phenomenon of

recurring phenotypes among independent colonizations

of similar habitats (Oke et al. 2015). In the following

sections, we will explore possible molecular mecha-

nisms, and their traces, that can potentially mediate

the process of genetic assimilation and how it may

overcome the uncoupling of genotype and phenotype

that characterizes a plastic trait.

Gene regulatory networks underlying plasticity
may provide a prime substrate for phenotypic
diversification

Environmentally induced plastic phenotypes are

thought to be controlled by gene regulatory networks

(GRNs) (Schlichting & Pigliucci 1993) that often remain

poorly understood, particularly in nonmodel organisms

(Pfennig & Ehrenreich 2014). GRNs appear to often

have a modular structure, i.e. sets of genes that are

more or less jointly up- or downregulated, for example

during the plastic response (Shiga et al. 2007; Wagner

et al. 2007; Aubin-Horth & Renn 2009; Aubin-Horth

et al. 2009; Hinman et al. 2009; Schneider et al. 2014; Gil-

bert & Epel 2015). At some point during their evolution,

GRNs underlying plastic traits have acquired respon-

siveness to external stimuli that trigger new regulatory

cascades leading to new adaptive phenotypes (via alter-

native developmental trajectories). A particularly well-

understood example for a gain of plasticity can be

found in the nematode Pristionchus pacificus, in which a

recent gene duplication of a sulfatase (eud-1) was identi-

fied to be the main switch between the developmental

trajectories underlying two distinct plastic feeding mor-

phologies (Ragsdale et al. 2013). Expression of the eud-1

gene is regulated via histone methylation and expres-

sion of an antisense RNA (Serobyan et al. 2016). These

regulatory mechanisms are presumably connected to a

hormone and its receptor, and hormone levels are

directly influenced by pheromone concentrations in the

environment (Bento et al. 2010).

Time

Temporally heterogeneous habitat

Spatially heterogeneous habitat

Spatially heterogeneous habitat

Flexible stem
lineage

Derived lineage
ecotype A
Derived lineage
ecotype B

Lineages undergoing
genetic assimilation

(A)

(B)

Fig. 1 Illustration of the flexible stem model. A phenotypically plastic lineage (flexible stem) inhabiting a temporally heterogeneous

habitat (e.g. heterogeneity in abundance of alternative food types in a river) colonizes a spatially heterogeneous habitat in which the

two food sources are spatially separated (e.g. lake habitat with one food-type associated to the shore and the other to the open water)

(A). Here, subpopulations displaying the alternative adaptive plastic phenotypes, and population divergence can occur accordingly.

Gradually, selection fixes the expressed phenotype in each population via genetic assimilation, effectively reducing the level of plas-

ticity in each emerging lineage. Later in time, the same flexible stem lineage might colonize another similar habitat, offering the same

niches (e.g. another lake) (B). Again, lineage divergence can occur according to the two niches, leading to a phenotypically very simi-

lar species assemblage as in the other habitat (A) due to their common ancestor’s phenotypic range. Convergent/parallel phenotypes

between derived lineages of separate colonizations are thus initially expected to be very common.
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Developmental switches that respond directly or

indirectly to environmental stimuli allow a single geno-

type to evolve multiple developmental trajectories in

parallel, leading to alternative phenotypes. GRNs of

plastic traits are thus outstanding in that they not only

allow different genotypes to produce the same pheno-

type (and thus contribute to developmental robustness),

but also to comprise multiple developmental trajecto-

ries leading to multiple (plastic) phenotypes within a

single genotype. Therefore, they provide a twofold

opportunity for the evolution of phenotypic diversity

during lineage divergence and specialization (e.g. dur-

ing an adaptive radiation): (i) an ancestral GRN of a

plastic trait can allow diverging lineages to immedi-

ately exhibit unique adaptive phenotypes fitting their

respective niches by utilizing different developmental

trajectories. Immediate phenotypic diversity among

emerging lineages would thus reflect (partially) the

plastic range of the ancestor (as predicted by the flexi-

ble stem hypothesis). (ii) Utilizing only one develop-

mental trajectory (or a subset) in a specialized derived

lineage renders all other trajectories of that genotype

unused. However, with time, these ‘dispensable’ trajec-

tories may provide an additional substrate for longer

term phenotypic change (as they are a source of cryptic

genetic variation).

The following sections illustrate (i.) how selection can

potentially genetically fix a plastic phenotype via

genetic assimilation in a constant environment. (ii.) We

then summarize predicted patterns on genetic, tran-

scriptional and phenotypic variability that are expected

to arise from diversification based on a plastic trait. (iii.)

Finally, we speculate on how phenotypes can expand

phenotypically from the ancestral phenotypic range in

derived lineages, potentially more rapidly than classi-

cally assumed.

Step-wise degeneration of noninduced developmental
trajectories – use it or lose it

In constant environments, plastic traits may undergo

genetic assimilation (Fig. 2): if an environmentally

induced phenotype is constantly expressed (across gen-

erations), only the specific developmental trajectory

underlying the specific phenotype is in usage and thus

can be the target of stabilizing (or directional) selection

(Price et al. 2003; Lahti et al. 2009). At this stage, muta-

tions within the expressed developmental trajectory can

only be selected for if these mutations lead to pheno-

types beyond the ancestral plastic range and if these

new phenotypes have higher fitness values. However, if

the fitness optimum lies within the ancestral plastic

range, plasticity is predicted to shield otherwise benefi-

cial mutations from selection. In this simplified

example, with no inherent cost of plasticity, natural

selection can therefore not directly contribute to a trait’s

genetic fixation as long as the optimal phenotype is

within the ancestral range. To explain how genetic

assimilation can occur under such conditions, the

remaining parts of the GRN have to be considered. The

developmental trajectories underlying noninduced phe-

notypes are not expressed and thus released from stabi-

lizing selection (‘relaxed selection’), a prerequisite for

cryptic genetic variation to be maintained (Rutherford

& Lindquist 1998; Lahti et al. 2009). Thus, these unused

developmental trajectories of the GRN (coding and reg-

ulatory sequence) are predicted to be prone to accumu-

late random mutations and thus degenerate (Fig. 2D,F,

H) (Masel et al. 2007). In addition, regulatory mutations

consolidating the expression of the adaptive phenotype

expressed in the given constant environment are not

selected against, as would be the case in a heteroge-

neous environment, and can thus persist (Fig. 2C,E,G).

Therefore, the more extensive a GRN underlying a plas-

tic trait is, the more cryptic genetic variation can accu-

mulate when the trait undergoes genetic assimilation

that is predicted to increase the population’s evolvabil-

ity (Iwasaki et al. 2013). This is in line with theoretical

work generally indicating that developmental robust-

ness increases the evolvability of populations (Wagner

2008; Hayden et al. 2011).

Generally, degeneration of regulatory circuitry may

affect coding and noncoding sequences differently: as

many genes are pleiotropic, coding regions presumably

often remain under stabilizing selection due to their

contribution to other traits (Jarvela & Hinman 2015). In

contrast, regulatory regions are expected to be often less

pleiotropic (Wray 2007), particularly if they contribute

only to one trait’s phenotype. Thus, if an inducible phe-

notype is not expressed, its specific regulatory sites are

not under stabilizing selection and can more easily

degenerate through the accumulation of neutral muta-

tions (in the given homogeneous environment). Even

single point mutations in regulatory sites of genes can

have switch effects on the genes’ sensitivity towards

individual transcription factors, particularly in character

loss (Van Laere et al. 2003; Mayo et al. 2006; Hoekstra &

Coyne 2007). Alterations in cis- and trans-regulatory

sites may have different effects, as cis-sites are typically

thought to regulate the expression of one gene, while

trans-sites can often regulate many genes (as discussed

in Ehrenreich & Pfennig (2015)). Considering the modu-

lar structure of many GRNs, a change in expression

level of a single key transcription factor induced by

mutations in regulatory sites may have tremendous

effects, as whole gene modules can be affected (Fig. 3).

Across generations, even few of these mutations there-

fore have the potential to degenerate the noninduced
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phenotypes’ trajectories or its ‘inducibility’ by environ-

mental stimuli (Fig. 3B,C). Populations undergoing

genetic assimilation for a certain phenotype may there-

fore be particularly dependent on homogeneous envi-

ronmental stimuli, as alternative stimuli may induce

malfunctional developmental trajectories potentially

leading to maladaptive phenotypes. In this way, genetic

assimilation may contribute to population reproductive

isolation.

Although genetic assimilation may lead to rapid phe-

notypic divergence, genetic fixation by initially neutral

mutations may not be a very fast process, as it relies on

random mutations. However, faster genetic assimilation

may occur if there are maintenance costs of plasticity:

phenotypically plastic traits may require costly and elab-

orate regulatory networks that respond to variable envi-

ronmental stimuli by inducing a fitter phenotype

(DeWitt et al. 1998). If environmental conditions are

rather homogeneous, maintaining such a regulatory net-

work offers no fitness advantage and natural selection is

thus expected to select for genotypes with reduced

‘maintenance costs’, that is reduced plasticity (Pigliucci

et al. 2006). Costs can thus promote genetic fixation in

homogeneous environments. In addition, trans-genera-

tional epigenetic mechanisms may be another mecha-

nism facilitating genetic assimilation: environmentally

induced phenotypes in a parental generation may be

epigenetically inherited by offspring generations, even

in the absence of the inducing environmental cue

(Whitelaw & Whitelaw 2006; Aubin-Horth & Renn 2009;

Mirouze & Paszkowski 2011; Schlichting & Wund 2014;

Beaty et al. 2016). Thus, it can be speculated that epige-

netic inheritance of plastically acquired phenotypes may

buffer against short-term environmental heterogeneity

that would elsewise interfere with ongoing genetic

assimilation (Jablonka & Lamb 2007).
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Fig. 2 Simplified examples of how genetic assimilation may genetically fix a previously environmentally responsive trait. A plastic

trait’s expression is determined by gene products A and B, while A is inducing a phenotype adapted to warmth and B inducing the

cold adapted one. A and B transcription is induced by the same transcription factor ‘TF’. It binds to its binding site in the promoters

of gene A, if a cofactor (yellow circle) is present ‘TF-A’ (A). If no cofactor is present, ‘TF-B’ will bind to another binding site in the

promoter of gene B (B). Temperature (environmental stimulus) positively regulates the cofactor’s abundance. Across time, constant

warmth may lead to genetic assimilation via degeneration of the developmental trajectory of the cold adapted phenotype and consol-

idation of the warm adapted phenotype. Random mutations may, for example (C), increase binding affinity of TF-A to the gene A

promoter via TF site modification or allow TF-B binding by the appearance of TF-B binding sites or (D) lead to loss of TF-B binding

sites in the gene B promoter. Furthermore, random TF modifications may (E) increase binding affinity of the cofactor to the TF or the

TF-A to its binding site or (F) lead to changes in the binding motives of TF-B, for example by allowing it to bind to the gene A pro-

moter even without co-factor. After such events, even in low temperature environments, the warm adapted phenotype is produced

due to consolidation of its developmental trajectory (G) and degeneration of the cold adapted phenotype’s developmental trajectory.

As the trait becomes genetically fixed, natural selection may increasingly act on the gene sequence of gene A.
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Ancestral plasticity’s traces in genetic, transcriptional
and phenotypic patterns during lineage diversification

A promoting effect of ancestral phenotypic plasticity to

lineage diversification seems plausible, for example in

the context of colonization events, and it may indeed

facilitate adaptive radiations (Levis & Pfennig 2016).

Present adaptive radiations (and particularly repeated

adaptive radiations) may offer the opportunity to test

for the effects of ancestral plasticity, as the traces of

(ongoing) genetic assimilation are predictable and

should be observable in today’s radiations.

The process of genetic assimilation and the accompa-

nying degeneration of alternative phenotypes is a form

of regulatory evolution. Generally, regulatory evolution

is thought to be a main driver of phenotypic evolution,

essentially by the rewiring of existing GRNs (‘develop-

mental recombination’ sensu West-Eberhard 2005) (e.g.

Britten & Davidson 1971; King & Wilson 1975; West-

Eberhard 2005; Davidson & Erwin 2006; Prud’homme
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Fig. 3 Illustration of how genetic assimilation may fix and alter a trait by the degeneration and reutilization of developmental trajec-

tories. In a heterogeneous environment, the environmental cue varies (here: temperature) (A). In a phenotypically plastic population,

the environmentally controlled transcription factor ‘TF’ controls a trait’s phenotype: low temperatures induce expression of develop-

mental trajectory 1 (DT1, blue lines, left side) and high temperatures induce developmental trajectory 2 (DT2, orange lines, right side)

which lead to the adaptive phenotypes 1 and 2, respectively. The environmentally responsive portion of the trait’s underlying regula-

tory network consists of different genes (or gene modules, illustrated as circles) in each DT. As both DTs are regularly expressed and

adaptive, both are under stabilizing selection. After the environment changed to permanent warmth, only DT2 was induced and

remained under stabilizing selection (B). In contrast, DT1 fell prone to random mutations, which successively degenerated the cir-

cuitry of the involved gene regulatory network (GRN). When a population undergoing genetic assimilation by DT degeneration is

confronted with the original plasticity cue (here: coldness), the induced phenotype 1 may be already degenerated and less adaptive,

as parts of its underlying DT are not functional anymore (C). Parts of a degenerating DT may be reutilized by other DTs of the same

or other traits, potentially facilitating the evolution of phenotypes beyond the ancestral range (D).
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et al. 2007; Wray 2007; Carroll 2008). Regulatory evolu-

tion may include sequence evolution of cis-regulatory

elements in the genome (such as enhancers, promoters,

splice-site modules and microRNAs) but also coding

sequence evolution that can affect the binding proper-

ties of transcription factors as well as changes of epige-

netic patterning and processing (e.g. alterations in DNA

or histone methylation or acetylation). These mecha-

nisms can work synergistically to shape new develop-

mental trajectories, as exemplified in the feeding

polyphenism of Pristionchus pacificus mentioned before

(Ragsdale et al. 2013; Serobyan et al. 2016). DNA

sequence mutations can alter interactions between regu-

latory pathways and thus lead to phenotypic change

(Alonso & Wilkins 2005). Thus, rewiring of existing

developmental pathways, such as those underlying

plastic responses, can potentially contribute to fast lin-

eage divergence in phenotypes induced by only minor

underlying genetic divergence (West-Eberhard 2005).

Based on gene reaction norms, Renn & Schumer (2013)

provided a theoretical framework that assists in classi-

fying evolved gene expression patterns found after

genetic accommodation in plastic (behavioural) traits.

Complementing this, we focus in the following sections

on patterns of phenotypic and transcriptional variation

predicted to arise between and within populations

undergoing genetic assimilation.

Investigating the contribution of regulatory evolution

to the diversification of target lineages can be challeng-

ing, as one has to rely on indirect evidence (Levis &

Pfennig 2016). West-Eberhard (2005) described peculiar

patterns in genes and their expression as well as mor-

phology and behaviour that are expected to emerge

across diverging lineages if regulatory evolution is

involved in driving lineage divergence. Summarized,

these are that (i) across diverging lineages, homologous

genes are expected to be conserved over relatively dis-

tantly related taxa (although they might be used in dif-

ferent contexts), (ii) in emerging lineages, phenotypic

divergence may be relatively large while genetic diver-

gence remains subtle, (iii) among closely related species,

homoplasy and parallelism are common, and (iv) phe-

notypic differences in key traits across emerging species

can arise before reproductive isolation.

In addition to these four predictions that presumably

apply to all cases in which regulatory evolution drives

diversification, further predictions can be made if the

underlying GRN is that of an initially plastic diversify-

ing trait and if diversification occurs recurrently. Then,

observable convergent/parallel phenotypes are expected

to reflect the plastic range of the ancestor, as predicted

by the flexible stem hypothesis (West-Eberhard 2003).

Diverging lineages that emerge from a plastic ancestral

population and occupy different niches thus may not

only show marked phenotypic divergence before

genetic divergence and reproductive isolation, but also

pronounced transcriptional divergence as a result of

alternative developmental trajectory usage (Figs 4A–C
and 1). Under certain conditions, a flexible stem lineage

may have the opportunity to independently give rise to

multiple lineages that undergo genetic accommodation

for essentially the same ecological niche. Although such

events may be rare in sympatry, it may be a common

occurrence if the lineages live in allopatry. This may

happen if a flexible stem lineage colonizes multiple new

habitats with similar ecological niches, as was sug-

gested for marine sticklebacks colonizing freshwater

lakes and riverine cichlids colonizing lakes (Fig. 1)

(West-Eberhard 2003; Wund et al. 2008).

As these lineages undergo genetic assimilation for the

essentially the same phenotype, they are likely to utilize

the same ancestral developmental trajectory as well.

Thus, we expect that the variation in the transcriptional

profiles of genes specific (or with specific expression

patterns) to the focal trait is low among the lineages

with parallel phenotypes compared to variation found

across genes not specific to the focal trait’s phenotype.

Accordingly, expression profiles of genes specific to a

focal trait’s parallel phenotypes originating in a com-

mon flexible stem are predicted to cluster together,

when analysed comparatively with genes that do not

contribute to that trait. Or, from another perspective: if

transcriptional profiles of genes contributing to such a

trait’s phenotypes are analysed across radiating lineages

(with differing phenotypes), a clustering according to

phenotypes and not phylogeny is the expected outcome.

Thus, we conclude that comparative analyses of gene

expression profiles underlying – or not underlying – a

focal trait’s phenotypes can be a powerful approach to

unveil regulatory relationships due to a common

flexible stem.

One way to characterize the different developmental

trajectories underlying the inducible phenotypes of a

plastic trait are their gene expression profiles and their

differences (as reviewed e.g. in Gibson 2008). During

genetic assimilation, selection successively fixes a

specific developmental trajectory by reinforcing its

expression or degenerating the developmental trajecto-

ries underlying alternative noninduced phenotypes.

However, as this process is gradual, we assume that the

GRN retains some inducibility by alternative environ-

mental stimuli until the phenotype is entirely fixed. If

an individual belonging to a population undergoing

genetic assimilation for a certain adaptive phenotype

‘A’ is confronted with an environmental stimulus (e.g.

due to environmental perturbations) that was only

experienced by their plastic ancestor and led here to

phenotype ‘B’, the derived individual’s GRN may still
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partially respond to that stimulus. We would then

expect that the resulting phenotype may be consider-

ably less adaptive than both phenotype A and B, as the

plastic response may either be a degenerated version of

phenotype B or a mixture of both phenotypes. Such

nonadaptive phenotypic plasticity may be especially

striking on the transcriptional level, when ancestral

(adaptive responsive) and descendent lineages (less/

nonadaptive responsive) are compared under the influ-

ence of variable environmental stimuli (we summarized

our predictions in Fig. 4D–F). We thus encourage stud-

ies using comparative transcriptomics in candidate radi-

ations that determine the level of adaptive and

nonadaptive plasticity from which the stage of ongoing

genetic assimilation could be inferred.

Patterns of nonadaptive plasticity around colonization

or invasion events have been reported frequently in

previous studies, for example in a study recently pub-

lished on guppies (Poecilia reticulata) (Ghalambor et al.

2015). The authors found that a pronounced nonadap-

tive plastic response can be induced in a putative ances-

tral guppy lineage (living in a high-predation

environment) by an atypical stimulus (low-predation).

Furthermore, the authors found that artificially formed

subpopulation from this ancestral population could

rapidly genetically adapt to a low-predation environ-

ment within few generations. The authors conclude that

nonadaptive plasticity (rather than adaptive plasticity)

may facilitate evolution. Considering that the ancestral

source population lives in a high-predation environ-

ment, it may also be plausible that its high-predation

phenotype is undergoing genetic assimilation. Thus, by

confronting it with the low-predation stimulus, a degen-

erated low-predation phenotype that comes with the

observed pronounced transcriptional noise may have

been induced (compare to Fig. 4E ‘Radiation 10). There-
fore, the possibility exists that the ancestral guppy pop-

ulation represents an already quite derived population

(i.e. at an advanced stage of becoming genetically assim-

ilated for a high-predation phenotype). Nonadaptive

plasticity might thus reflect an unveiling of cryptic

genetic variation by the atypical low-predation environ-

ment. Furthermore, the cryptic genetic variation has

potentially originated in alternative developmental tra-

jectories of a formerly plastic trait. Patterns of nonadap-

tive plastic responses in phenotypes and gene

transcription can hence inform about the state of ongo-

ing genetic assimilation. Recent investigations in cichlid

fishes found evidence that predicted patterns (Fig. 4)

may also be observable across African cichlid radiations

(Box 4). Further examples for nonadaptive plastic

responses can be found in plants: in a meta-analysis,

Davidson et al. (2011) found that invasive plant species

show increased levels of plasticity when compared to

noninvasive species, supporting the notion that plastic

species are good colonizers. However, the plastic

responses of these invaders were not necessarily adap-

tive. The nonadaptive responses may therefore simply

reflect a degenerated plastic response when an ances-

trally plastic trait undergoes genetic assimilation in a

new environment, as predicted by our model.
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(F) Adaptive phenotypic plasticity

(E) Nonadaptive transcriptional noise
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Fig. 4 Patterns of phenotypic and transcriptional variability

across diverging lineages expected due to genetic assimilation

after a colonization event and during an adaptive radiation

with a plastic ancestor. Genetic divergence arises gradually

and relatively slowly as it relies on random mutations (A). Dif-

ferent environmental stimuli immediately lead to pronounced

differences in transcription across lineages that underlie the

respective distinct phenotypes (B,C). Genetic assimilation

degenerates unused developmental trajectories gradually (D,E).

Early in this process, some unused trajectories are still

responding to the alternative stimuli, however, already low

levels of degeneration may lead to nonadaptive transcriptional

noise. Accordingly, the resulting phenotypes might only be

partially functional and thus result in nonadaptive phenotype

characteristics (phenotypic noise). The functionality of the reg-

ulatory network underlying the adaptive plastic response is

strongly decreasing with the increasing degeneration of alter-

native developmental trajectories by random mutations in reg-

ulatory regions (F). Comparisons of such patterns in repeated

radiations of different ages can allow conclusions about the

existence of a common flexible stem. Thus, by investigating

patterns of inducible plasticity in a trait, it is possible to esti-

mate at which stage in genetic assimilation a radiation is, as

indicated in the figure (Radiation 1 vs. Radiation 2).
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Going beyond the ancestral phenotypic range

Thus far, this manuscript has presented and discussed

studies suggesting that phenotypic plasticity can be a dri-

ver of phenotypic differentiation and lineage divergence.

However, we have not yet discussed how phenotypes

extend beyond ancestral plastic range (i.e. reaction

norm). The modular nature of developmental trajectories

(Schlosser & Wagner 2004) is likely to facilitate diversifi-

cation. It was suggested that genes contributing to plastic

responses are regulated in gene regulatory modules dur-

ing the plastic response, maybe by relatively few master

regulators (Aubin-Horth & Renn 2009; Schneider et al.

2014). Permanently un-induced developmental trajecto-

ries of a plastic trait that are undergoing successive

degeneration can potentially be (partially) integrated into

the expressed trajectory (and thus phenotype) of the trait

undergoing genetic assimilation. Such cooption of regu-

latory circuitry may lead to phenotypes outside the range

of the ancestor (Fig. 3D). Thus, characteristics specific for

originally separate phenotypes may be integrated into a

single derived phenotype with altered fitness. The

phenotype of such a trait would no longer reflect

the phenotypic range of the plastic ancestral population.

An exciting candidate for an originally plastic network

undergoing genetic assimilation and subsequent coop-

tion of degenerating developmental trajectories in a

derived species can be found among the horned beetles

of the Onthophagus genus. Horn size in horned beetles

can be very variable, not only among species, but also

between sexes and even within a sex. O. taurus exempli-

fies the general patterns found in the genus: males have

considerably larger horns than females. However, the rel-

ative size of male horns critically depends on the food

supply during an individual’s larval stage: limited food

supply leads to small males with disproportionally smal-

ler horns, while food in excess induces larger males with

relatively larger horns (Moczek & Emlen 1999). The horn

phenotypes are controlled in these beetles by the highly

conserved doublesex (dsx) gene pathway: alternative splice

variants of dsx determine both the sex of an individual

and the expression of secondary sexual traits, such as the

horn phenotypes (Kijimoto et al. 2009, 2012). Interest-

ingly, a particular Onthophagus species, O. sagittarius,

shows entirely altered horn development patterns com-

pared to other species of the genus. Most notably in the

context of this manuscript is that O. sagittarius males

probably lost their ancestral plastic responsiveness

towards food supply during larval stages, leaving all

males with the relatively same horn size independent of

body size (Kijimoto et al. 2012). Instead, they evolved two

further, evolutionarily novel sets of horns: one anterior to

the ancestral one that is only present in males, and one

posterior to it on the thorax that is only present in

females. Kijimoto et al. (2012) also found that the novel

horn sets and phenotypes are due to novel functions of

dsx splice variants and an alteration of dsx expression pat-

terns. Horned beetles thus constitute a prime candidate

to investigate ‘whether’ and ‘how’ genetic assimilation

and subsequent cooption of degenerating developmental

trajectories may lead to evolutionary novelty.

Diversification in plastic traits is in line with studies

finding that modelled GRNs with a plastic history are

more capable of adapting to new environments than

those with a static history (Fierst 2011). In addition, frag-

ments of the regulatory circuitry of degenerating develop-

mental trajectories may start to contribute to other traits

and, if a link to environmental sensitivity is maintained,

facilitate the evolution of environmental sensitivity in that

trait. Early in the process of such gene regulatory rewir-

ing, involved genes and regulatory sites might experience

strong selection that shapes the traits’ modified pheno-

types. It was previously described that relaxed selection

on genes, followed by rapid evolution after being coopted

in a new trait may be a mechanism of evolving pheno-

typic plasticity (Hunt et al. 2011; Leichty et al. 2012). This

scenario thus constitutes another possible explanation for

the frequent cooption of regulatory circuitry in traits that

originated in completely different ones (e.g., Lee et al.

2003; Shubin et al. 2009; Peter & Davidson 2011). In spite

of the potentially positive effects of cryptic genetic varia-

tion due to noninduced degenerating developmental tra-

jectories on the rate of evolution, such cryptic genetic

variation can also have maladaptive consequences if

expression is induced, e.g. by becoming a source of genet-

ically linked diseases, as generally suggested for cryptic

genetic variation (Paaby & Rockman 2014).

In conclusion, phenotypic plasticity offers considerable

advantages in species persistence in many heterogeneous

environments and plastic traits can evolve, particularly

via regulatory evolution. However, in unpredictable or

very stable environments, genetically fixed phenotypes

were shown to outperform plasticity as natural selection

can act directly on the genes underlying a phenotype (Le

Vinh et al. 2016). In the natural world, however, environ-

ments are rarely heterogeneous but perfectly predictable,

nor perfectly stable or completely unpredictable.

Therefore, selection holds most traits at a trait- and

environment-specific ‘equilibrium state’ of genetic

accommodation, which is why phenotypes of most traits

can only be predicted when both genetic and environ-

mental effects (and their interactions) are considered:

P = G + E + GxE. Some adaptive radiations may have

been the result of a flexible stem diversifying after

experiencing high ecological opportunity, while others

may have been driven by strong diversifying selection

on a genetically fixed phenotype and diversity arose,

for example, from standing genetic variation. By
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Box 4. Patterns of morphological and transcriptional plasticity in cichlids may coincide with predictions of a

flexible stem in cichlids

A direct or indirect contribution of phenotypic plasticity to the adaptive radiations across cichlids has been sug-

gested (e.g. Meyer 1987; Wimberger 1994; West-Eberhard 2003; Stauffer & van Snick 2004 Muschick et al. 2011; Par-

sons et al. 2016) but few have provided specific hypotheses of the underlying processes and mechanisms (but see

Wimberger 1994). Recently, it was hypothesized that similar phenotypes across radiations of the East African cich-

lids are not independently evolved, but rather share a common developmental trajectory that was presumably

already present in their plastic common ancestor – an example of ‘parallel evolution’ (O’Quin et al. 2010). Insights

into the molecular underpinnings of the plastic response in cichlid pharyngeal jaws as well as an increase in the

knowledge of its phenotypic distributions across cichlids allow us to more specifically investigate how plasticity in

key evolutionary traits has affected cichlid evolution (Muschick et al. 2012; Schneider et al. 2014). The hypothesis

that a phenotypically plastic ancestral trait might have provided the baseline variability reflected today by hun-

dreds of diverse cichlid species across several radiations (West-Eberhard 2003) challenges our understanding of

how trait diversity generally evolves.

Do predicted morphological and transcription patterns of plasticity fit observations in cichlids?

An adaptive radiation initiated by a plastic ancestor would lead to a sudden increase in phenotypic diversity, fol-

lowed by a gradual increase in genetic diversity, as described before. This pattern coincides with observations in

modern Haplochromines: even the youngest radiation of a Great Lake (Lake Victoria) displays a plethora of pheno-

types, but genetically, the species are almost indistinguishable, with fragile reproductive barriers that can easily be

circumvented when conditions are manipulated (e.g. in an aquarium) (Stelkens et al. 2009). Verheyen et al. (2003)

noted that the phenotypic diversity found in the Lake Victoria species flock is likely to have emerged in the very

early stages of the radiation – a phenomenon that was also suggested for the Neotropical Geophagini cichlids

(L�opez-Fern�andez et al. 2012; Arbour & L�opez-Fern�andez 2016). Such rapid phenotypic divergence is hardly

explainable assuming classical gene-mutation-based gradual phenotypic change that is assumed to require much

longer time spans (Gavrilets 2003). Furthermore, our preliminary data on the level of inducible adaptive and non-

adaptive phenotypic plasticity in the pharyngeal jaws of radiating East African cichlids suggest that, while two

riverine species show the highest levels of adaptive plasticity, a radiating lineage from Lake Victoria and one from

Lake Tanganyika show reduced and no adaptive plasticity anymore, respectively. Total morphological variation,

however, is comparable between the species, suggesting that the latter shows higher degrees of nonadaptive plas-

ticity, which is in line with the flexible stem hypothesis. Within Lake Tanganyika, the Tropheini provide further evi-

dence for a possible flexible stem in cichlids: Kerschbaumer et al. (2011) studied four morphologically distinct

populations of Tropheus moori, which have been split from each other for about 100,000 years (Sturmbauer et al.

2005). By raising broods of all four populations in a common environment, they found that plastically induced

morphological variation exceeded naturally occurring population differences by a factor of 2.4. In addition, a small

proportion of the variation could be linked to the genetic background. The authors also noted that plastically

induced morphological patterns might have been at least partially adaptive, as experimental fish morphologies

roughly coincided with the morphology of the population that lives in environments similar to the common gar-

den. These lineages of Tropheus moorii may therefore be at an early stage of divergence where morphological niche

segregation is still mostly due to adaptive plasticity and genetic assimilation has just begun to fix particular devel-

opmental trajectories.

Despite available data in line with a flexible stem in modern Haplochromines, the inferences from only morpholog-

ical and genetic data are limited as long as the GRN underlying the plastic response in the cichlid pharyngeal jaw

remains elusive. First efforts have been undertaken to describe this GRN in A. alluaudi (Schneider et al. 2014). Stud-

ies investigating gene expression within pharyngeal jaw bone tissue during the plastic response proposed that,

throughout development, involved genes are orchestrated in gene modules in all investigated ‘plastic’ species, as

was found for other GRNs (Aubin-Horth & Renn 2009; Schneider et al. 2014). These gene modules are sets of func-

tionally related genes that were observed to be jointly up- and downregulated by, potentially, only few master reg-

ulators, such as the transcription factor AP1 or the second messenger cAMP. Although data are very limited to

date, the available evidence suggests that at least parts of the GRN putatively underlying ancestral pharyngeal jaw

plastic development in the modern Haplochromines are preserved among plastic species. This is in
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investigating the genetic, transcriptional and phenotypic

patterns observable in the lineages that emerged from

explosive speciation events, comparative studies can

investigate the relative importance of plasticity vs.

genetic determination in driving this extraordinary diver-

sification.

Summary & concluding remarks

In recent years, our awareness of how multifaceted and

consequential the biotic and abiotic environment influ-

ences the phenotypes of all living organisms has greatly

increased (Gilbert & Epel 2015; Gilbert et al. 2015; Sul-

tan 2015). Phenotypic plasticity is a key response mech-

anism to organisms’ environments. Plasticity’s effects

on evolutionary rates have been intensely discussed for

more than a century and received renewed attention in

the last decade as the molecular mechanisms become

better understood and new evolutionary models have

been developed (West-Eberhard 2005; Pfennig et al.

2010; Ghalambor et al. 2015; Hendry 2015; Oke et al.

2015; Levis & Pfennig 2016).

We reviewed recent studies that suggest that pheno-

typic plasticity itself might be the substrate for rapid phe-

notypic diversification after colonization of a new

environment, as (i.) it facilitates a population’s persis-

tence in a broad range of environments, (ii.) developmen-

tal trajectories can potentially be fixed, even by random

mutations and (iii.) noninduced developmental trajecto-

ries that undergo degeneration contribute to population’s

cryptic genetic variation that can act as substrate for the

evolution of further phenotypic diversity. Specifically,

we propose that at least some nonadaptive plastic

responses are a side product from a trait undergoing

genetic assimilation. While only one developmental tra-

jectory is fixed during genetic assimilation, alternative

trajectories, which have been part of an adaptive

response in an ancestor, are increasingly degenerating.

Degenerating developmental trajectories might retain

some of their inducibility and, if induced by atypical

environmental stimulus, their plastic response becomes

increasingly nonadaptive until environmental sensitivity

is lost entirely. Adaptive radiations are illustrated here as

emerging from a flexible stem using the model system of

cichlid fishes in the boxes. Due to their diversity, com-

mon parallelism and convergence and well-described

examples of phenotypic plasticity in key ecological traits,

cichlids are likely to have a flexible stem in some traits

that promoted their phenotypic diversity (Box 2–4).
We encourage future studies examining the occur-

rence and role of adaptive and nonadaptive phenotypic

plasticity in traits that contributed to lineage diversifica-

tion at different stages of lineage divergence and

genetic assimilation. Comparative studies examining

patterns of phenotypic, genetic and transcriptional vari-

ation associated with a diversifying trait across radiat-

ing lineages will further our understanding of the

multifaceted contributions of phenotypic plasticity to

the evolution of biological diversity.
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